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Press START
coins to continue.
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LEVEL

1:

THE SPARK

It’s 2015. The UNH Paul College of
Business and Economics is on FIRE!
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TEAMS

FORMED…

Your colleague Kathrine, Instruction Librarian at UNH, wants to
support the FIRE’s program’s research component and she wants YOU to
help her.
WHAT SHOULD YOU DO? …

Partner with
student game
designer

Eat

a

snack
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Tasty! But greasy… minus 3 points
and you still have work to do.
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Good choice! +3 points!
What will your
student use to build the game?

Partner with
game company,

Make a pen and
paper game

Program it on
your own
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56 hours of grading.
“Never again,”
you tell your colleagues.
“Never. Again.”

replay
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Welcome to the world of software
production! Wait…you have a job as a
university librarian too?
Better luck next year!

replay
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A game company it is! +10 points

Explore
Other Platforms

Explore
Edventure Builder

Platforms vs.
coding?
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Code looks something like this.
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Platforms look something like this.
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Platforms!!
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+10 points
Text LOEX to (617) 819-8434
or go to www.edventure.us/LOEX

Explore

LEVEL 2!!
the Edventure

Builder
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Takeaway #1:
Timing Matters

Takeaway #1:
Timing Matters
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www.edventure.us/LOEX
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www.edventure.us/LOEX
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LEVEL 3!!
What happened?

Make your predictions
See the results
Talk about takeaways
Questions!

www.edventure.us/LOEX
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UNH Has 700 Freshmen playing FIRE. How many do you think played our game?

50-100

100-200

200-700

700+

ANSWER
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UNH Has 700 Freshmen playing FIRE. How many do you think played our game?

100-200
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UNH Has 700 Freshmen playing FIRE. How many do you think played our game?

100-200
Out of 120 players, how many played all the way through?

5-10

10-50

50-100

100+

ANSWER
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UNH Has 700 Freshmen playing FIRE. How many do you think played our game?

100-200
Out of 120 players, how many played all the way through?

5-10
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UNH Has 700 Freshmen playing FIRE. How many do you think played our game?

100-200
Out of 120 players, how many played all the way through?

5-10
Out of 120 players, how many gave the correct final answer?

1-5

5-10

10-20

20+

ANSWER
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UNH Has 700 Freshmen playing FIRE. How many do you think played our game?

100-200
Out of 120 players, how many played all the way through?

5-10
Out of 120 players, how many gave the correct final answer?

10-20
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RESULTS
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TakeAways

Overall Takeaway:
We can do this!

Takeaway #1:
Timing Matters

Takeaway #2:
Set Expectations

Takeaway #3:
Marketing!
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QUESTIONS???
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